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A selection of the ‘must-have’ yacht toys from Superyacht Tenders and Toys.

This collection has been put together to provide you with some ideas and inspiration for even more fun to be had on the water!

Please contact Superyacht Tenders and Toys for more information or advice on anything in this brochure.
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Inflatable Yacht Slide

One of the most popular items to have on board, yacht slides are all custom made, sealed-air inflatable slides. Each slide is designed for the individual yacht taking into account the area in which it is to be deployed and can be produced in a variety of colours with logos and yacht name added if desired.

The Freestyle Cruiser slide is offered in six unique models, to determine what model will suit your yacht you will need to consider that all slides are measured vertically from the top of the handrail (or highest point) the slide will mount over down to the water line. Once we have this measurement we can provide a quote and drawings.

Depending upon the size required we have various options on the best model for the yacht.

As an alternative to the yacht slide a number of freestanding slides are available:
- The Freestyle Cruiser XS Slide
- The Aquaglide Freefall 6 or Freefall Extreme

Sea Pool

For safe swimming free of jellyfish and currents, the sea pool is an inflatable pool deployed in the sea beside the yacht, either tied to the yacht or anchored separately. It provides a safe ocean swim by allowing seawater into the pool through grid-covered holes in a jellyfish net, designed to stop any unwanted sea creatures appearing in the pool. This net is held down by weights. The pool can be made out of PVC or more rigid dropstitch material, and can be set up in a matter of minutes with a high inflation pump. For owners with young children this secure swimming area is especially popular. Seapools come in stock sizes of 5m x 5m or 4m x 4m or can be custom built to any size with the yacht’s colour scheme incorporated and name/ logo added.
Zorb
For something a little more unusual why not add a Zorb to the toy inventory on board and allow guests to experience walking on water?! These zorbs are double layered which means they can remain fully inflated all day and are safe for use on land or water. Various options available.

Yacht Blob
The Blob is a large rectangular tube filled with air. Guests jump onto a spot marked ‘X’ and the force will propel someone sitting at the other end of the Blob up to 10m in the air! The height the rider is deployed can be controlled by adding or removing air in the Blob. Each Blob is custom made and can be branded to your requirements.

Inflatable Toys
There are a huge variety of inflatable water toys available which are just perfect for deploying off a yacht. Full inflatable water parks can be created with slides, climbing frames, climbing walls, sea pools, trampolines and runway platforms.

The sky is the limit! Due to the small pack down size and ease of storage these can be used on almost any sized yacht.
Inflatable Jetski / Seabob Docks
Providing the perfect place to store your jetskis or seaboats during those days on anchor when the toys are being taken out regularly. These inflatable platforms are strong, stable and forgiving of some less-than-perfect parking skills! Built out of dropstitch material with a non-slip surface and water ballast bags for extra stability these can be bought in standard sizes or custom built to your requirements in the colour of your choice with branding if required.

Inflatable Work Docks
Inflatable work platforms are the perfect solution for additional workspace while on the water. These platforms make yacht maintenance much easier and can come in any shape and size. Several options are available and some can also be deployed for guest use and are an imaginative way of extending useable deck space.

Inflatables
We supply the full range of JOBE and O’Brien towables.

Towables
Also called ringos or tubes, Superyacht Tenders and Toys supplies the full range of Jobe towables. From single rider towables, to 2-man, 3-man up to 8 man banana boats and including children’s towables and lounge towables. There are such a vast number of products available all with different characteristics so Superyacht Tenders and Toys can suggest some to suit every rider and every budget.

“can only say that the service was excellent, fast and very professional!”
Captain | SY AKALAM, 32m Pendennis
Watersports

Kitesurfing
Kitesurfing/Kiteboarding is the ultimate wind-powered watersport that combines aspects of wakeboarding, windsurfing, surfing, paragliding and gymnastics into one exciting, extreme sport. Kitesurfing kit packs down incredibly small so is ideal for keeping on board in a corner of the garage or lazarette where there might not be room for the bigger toys.

Windsurfing
Windsurfing is the fastest of all sailing disciplines with speeds of 50 knots recorded! It provides a great physical and technical challenge and is available to everyone, providing instant feedback for your efforts. With the advances of modern equipment this sport is now for all and Superyacht Tenders and Toys supply the full range of equipment from the leading manufacturers for everyone from children up to advanced riders.

Stand Up Paddleboards (SUPs)
Stand Up Paddleboarding is currently the fastest growing watersport and is an easy, accessible sport for anyone to get in to. There are a large range of SUPs available—both rigid and inflatable—from brands such as Starboard, Fanatic, Naish, Red, Jobe and others. For every type of user there is a board available—there are racing boards, boards for surf, boards for flat-water, all-round boards, boards for yoga, boards that are suitable for carrying out maintenance on the hull of the yacht, boards for children and so on. For the discerning yacht owner there is also the custom option and beautifully handcrafted custom SUPs can be created to match the owner’s yacht and include the yacht’s logo.
Sailing Dinghies
Sailing dinghies are excellent toys to store on board, both for teaching the kids to sail and for providing the more experienced sailors with some competitive pursuits! With the exciting range of inflatable dinghies available you don’t even need that much storage space. For a rigid boat we recommend the RS Aero – light and stackable this is the sailing boat of choice for superyachts. If space is more of a consideration then the Tiwal inflatable dinghy or the Minicat inflatable catamaran are the boats for you.

The Tiwal provides high performance solo use and leisure sailing in pairs and the Minicat, which comes in several models, can be chosen either for providing a stable platform for teaching children or for more performance sailing for experienced sailors.

Canoes and Kayaks
Great for exploring alone, in groups and with children, canoes and kayaks provide a safe, independent way to get away from the yacht! Available as rigid kayaks, inflatable kayaks, Canadian canoes; pedal-powered fishing kayaks – there are so many options. Some even have clear windows in the floor so that you can enjoy the marine life beneath you!

Wakeboarding, Waterskiing, Wakesurfing and Wakeskating
With so many different ways to ride behind a boat it would be silly not to try one! With the vast array of wakeboards, waterskis, wakesurfs and wakeskates available it can get pretty confusing but Superyacht Tenders and Toys can give you advice on the best items for your needs. From children’s trainer skis to hydrofoiling wakeboards for advanced riders and equipment for your wakeboard boat Superyacht Tenders and Toys can help.
Seabobs

Seabobs are high-performance electric watercrafts that allow the user to ride on the surface and underwater at speeds of up to 20kph. The Seabob has a high-performance engine and lithium batteries so can last for up to 4 hours of use. Seabobs can be used with or without dive gear. Using two in tandem is the most fun.

Seabobs come in 2 models:
- The F5S (the faster, sportier model).
- The F5 (the lighter model which gives it a high level of maneuverability and performance and makes it suitable for younger children).

Jetskis

The full range of Seadoo, Yamaha and Rickter Jet-skis are available - stand up, sit down, performance and luxury ranges. Models range from the single person stand up jetski to 3-person personal watercraft equipped with up to 360hp capable of speeds in excess of 100kph.

All new jet-skis can be customised to include colour-matched bodywork, upholstery, rope, rubbing strakes, underwater lights, plus AV/iPod and Sat Nav options. We supply skis to yachts with the only rated, certified and approved lifting kit in the industry.
Jetlev Flyer
An astonishing jetpack that allows flight above and below the water surface. Available in several models from the Carbon Fibre Jetlev-Flyer JF-260 with a powerful 260HP four stroke marine engine to the brilliant JF-120 Shark – smaller and lighter with a 900cc four stroke engine this can be easily handled on board and stored in most garages. A Jetpack Add-On Kit is also available for a more affordable way to fly by using your existing PWC as a power unit.

All customers will be trained by a professional flight instructor on purchasing any of these packs and this training can take place on board your yacht anywhere in the World.

"They have had the Jetlev out a few times during the cruise and it has been a big hit. Your assistance and support has been phenomenal."

Manager | Burgess Yachts

Jetovator
The Jetovator is a water sports accessory that extends the ability of an existing personal watercraft (PWC). The Jetovator redirects the water thrust from the jet unit of the PWC along a forty-foot hose to the Jetovator body. This water thrust is then used to propel and elevate the Jetovator into the air. The rider can also redirect the water thrust of the two front nozzles in order to manoeuvre the Jetovator in all directions.

The standard Jetovator kit requires two people to operate it; a rider on the Jetovator controlling the height and direction of the Jetovator, and a rider on the PWC controlling the throttle of the engine.

Flyboard
The Flyboard is a water-jet powered board worn on the feet that connects to a Jet-ski and allows underwater propulsion and flights of up to 12m in height. The Flyboard is compatible with all Jet-ski brands and can either be ridden alone or with a second rider on the jet ski controlling the throttle. The Flyboard is very intuitive: it’s like learning to walk. Find your balance and you will soon be able to fly! Around 15-20 minutes of tuition from an instructor is all it takes to be flying on your own.
Hoverboard

The Hoverboard is a water-propelled surfboard that is attached to a PWC, which then gives the Hoverboard propulsion through the air. The Hoverboard allows its users to fly up to 5 metres above the water at speeds of up to 40km/h depending upon the PWC used. One rider can ride the Hoverboard with another person on the PWC controlling the throttle or, alternatively, by using the Electronic Management Kit (EMK) one rider can use the Hoverboard alone.

Electric-powered Surfing

Says goodbye to the noisy engines of previous powered surfboards. This year is all about the electric powered boards – the Lampuga, Radinn and Aquila. These new powered boards are fast, agile, lightweight due to their carbon fibre construction, maintenance free and perfect for yacht or leisure use.

Seabreacher

“The ultimate diving machine” - diving, jumping, rolling and other amazing “aquabatic” tricks, all within the safety and comfort of a dry, sealed cockpit. Unlike conventional watercraft that only operate on a two dimensional plane, the Seabreacher operates more like an aircraft with a full three-axis of control. This allows the vessel to carve left and right, jump over, dive under, and cut through the waves. Each Seabreacher is hand-built to the individual customer’s specifications.

I can strongly recommend Superyacht Tenders & Toys for in-depth knowledge, what works well, servicing, cost-effective purchasing, spare parts and after-sales service.

Captain | MY BURKUT, 54m Baglietto
Quadski
A true amphibian, the Quadski is equally agile on land and water. A simple touch of a switch retracts the wheels after entering the water and deploys them when approaching land. The transition is quick and easy, allowing you to enjoy an exciting experience in either environment. Lifting kits can be supplied to assist launching and recovery on-board.

Gocycle bikes
Electric bikes are ideal for keeping onboard a yacht. Allowing easy travel around marinas and towns for exploring or shopping they are practical, fast, fun and fold down simply for easy storage onboard. Riders can make the decision to use peddle power or electricity or mix up the two and they can look pretty cool while doing it too! Superyacht Tenders and Toys is a dealer for the innovative Gocycle.

Electric Scooters and Skateboards
When you need a little more speed to get you around the marina or town then an electric scooter or skateboard is the perfect little device to stow away on board. With models available to suit any budget this toy is great for both the children and the big kids on board as well.

iRider
The iRider is the most innovative personal transporter. It has intuitive self-balancing technology and expertly responds to your body movements. It is perfect for the daily commuter, days out with family and friends or getting around wide-open spaces such as ports and marinas. It is multi-functional and fun!
Scuba Diving and Snorkelling
No other sport allows you to get so up close and personal with the marine life around you. The enjoyment of your dive however is closely linked to the quality and suitability of the equipment you are using. Superyacht Tenders and Toys supply the full Scuba Pro, Subgear and Mares ranges amongst others and provide anything from a new mask and snorkel to a full dive inventory for a new yacht including tanks and compressors.

Remote Operated Vehicles (ROV)
If you prefer not to get your feet wet you can send an underwater remote controlled submersible down to see and film, in great detail, activity occurring below the surface of the sea. Superyacht Tenders and Toys can supply a full range of ROVs capable of diving up to 300m. The ROV comes with all accessories to include thrusters, tether, case, high-output camera and control console.

Submarines and Submersibles
A yacht is the ideal platform for launching the ultimate in underwater exploration tools – your very own submersible. Available in numerous different shapes and sizes with differing capabilities and requirements there is one out there to suit every underwater explorer and yacht. Options include units which dive from 50m to over 1000m.

“I would have no hesitation in recommending Superyacht Tenders & Toys to any marine professional requiring high quality and reliable service, at a fair price.”

Captain | MY AMARYLLIS,
78m Abeking and Rasmussen
Safety and Clothing

Safety
In order to have fun on the water it’s imperative that you remain safe whilst doing so. Superyacht Tenders and Toys can provide all of the safety kit you require. Lifejackets, buoyancy aids, safety kit for the tender, liferafts and even the innovative Restube.

The Restube is a neat little gadget that is worn on your belt or harness and can be taken out during any watersports activity.

Watersports Clothing
With so many exciting ways to get on and in the water you need the right kit to keep you warm, safe and looking great while you’re having fun! Superyacht Tenders and Toys provide the full range of Jobe wetsuits, impact vests, helmets and clothing.

Full product catalogues can be provided on request. We supply the full range of JOBE and O’Brien towables.
Gym equipment

Time spent on board your superyacht shouldn’t mean relinquishing your commitment to health and fitness. A host of products are available to offer the best possible wellness experience for both guests and crew. Create an environment for both the occasional gym-goer and for those who wish to keep in line with their fitness goals wherever they are. From rowing machines and treadmills to exercise bikes and free weights and everything in-between, stay on top of your fitness game when on board with our pick of the best gym equipment for superyachts from LifeFitness, Technogym and Ciclotte.

Prices and packages available on request.